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In the synthesis of hardware, operations of a scheduled flow graph (acyclic, but with branching 
nodes) are assigned to processors. First we show that the problem of finding an assignment with 
minimum number of processors is NP-complete and that the problem of finding a maximum 
compatible set of operations can be solved in polynomial time. Then we show that the generalized 
processor optimization problem with nonuniversal processors is a generalization of the set-covering 
problem. At last we give an approximative algorithm for this problem with multiplicative factor 
o(log(loPl)). 
1. Introduction 
Given a behavior description of a digital system, it is possible to generate a 
register-transfer (RT) description which realizes the given behavior. The behavior of 
a system can be modeled by a data flow graph while the RT-configuration can be 
regarded as a set of processors, registers, channels and connections. A data flow graph 
consists of a flow graph and a corresponding data part. The flow graph is an acyclic 
digraph with operation nodes Op, branching nodes Fi, Ji (like if-then-else statements) 
and a start and a terminal node. The corresponding data part describes which of the 
variables are combined and which one gets the result of the operation. We have the 
freedom to transform the flow graph into an equivalent one using algebraic equivalen- 
ties and then to choose a schedule which specifies the time intervals T(op) in which the 
operations are executed. Both problems have to be solved before in order that the 
problem studied here yield the best result. 
Operations are compatible if their schedule intervals do not overlap or if they are in 
opposite sides of a branch. The goal is to find an assignment of the operations to 
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a minimum number of processors, so that only compatible operations are executed on 
the same processor. Also, we consider a similar problem for the variables and the data 
transfers. In this paper we disregard the data part and analyze only the assignment 
problem for the operations. For a detailed description of the whole problem we refer 
to Jansen [6]. Depending upon a complex hardware controller it may be possible to 
choose different processor assignments, depending upon which branches are taken 
during execution. Here we have a controller which can choose only one assignment. In 
this case the control mechanism is faster and simpler than in the other case. We study 
the easier problem since it is seen that even this problem is NP-hard. 
In the literature different systems for an automatic synthesis of hardware are 
presented. We single out the CMU-DA project [S], DSL [17], ELF [4], HAL [16], 
MacPitts [19], MAHA [4], MIMOLA [l l] and SPLICER [12]. All these systems use 
heuristics for the assignment phase and there are no complexity results of the problem 
and no performance guarantees for the used algorithms. 
To analyze the problem we generate an incompatibility graph for the operations of 
the flow graph. It turns out that a minimum assignment of processors is equivalent to 
a minimum coloring of the corresponding incompatibility graph. 
A cograph, see e.g. [ 181, is a graph which can be generated by disjoint union and 
join operations on graphs, starting with a single-vertex graph. The union U(Gl, G,) 
and the join + (G 1, G,) of two graphs Gi = (Ni, Ei) is defined by 
For rn~N let Z,=(l, . . . . VI} and Int,=([x,y]lx,y~Z,,x<y}. If for a graph 
G=(N, E) there is a mapping T: N +lnt, with (x,yj~E iff T(x)nT(y)#& we call 
G an interval graph, see e.g. Cl]. The intersection of two graphs G1 =(N, El) and 
G2 =(N, E2) is defined by 
The incompatibility graphs are exactly characterized as the intersection of an 
interval graph and a cograph. We show that the processor assignment problem, given 
incompatibility graphs of this structure, is NP-complete. However, there exists a 
heuristic of Johnson [7] which can be applied to these graphs with approximative 
ratio O(log( I Op I)). 
In practical applications nonuniversal processors, proposed by Marwedel [ 111, are 
often used. For this reason we generalize the processor optimization problem in 
Section 4. Each operation is assigned a type UEA, for example, +, -, /, A, V , and there 
is given a set of processors. Each processor P is described by a set of operation types 
L(P) c A and a cost price K( P)E FU. The problem is to find a cost-minimum partition 
of the operations in compatible sets, so that for each set a processor which can execute 
the required operation types is chosen. The generalized problem can be solved by an 
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algorithm which is a generalization of the heuristic of Chvatal [2] for the set-covering 
problem with the same approximative ratio O(log( jOpI)). 
2. Assignment problem 
We begin by describing the module of a flow graph. Our notion is similar to that of 
Estrin [3] and Park [13]. Then we define a feasible schedule for the flow graph and 
introduce the compatibility relation for the operations. 
A flow graph 9 =(D, Op, F, J, b) is an acyclic digraph D=( N, E) with nodes 
N={s,t}uOpuFuJ, edges E, sets IFI=IJI=rmNO and a weight function 
b:{(Fi,x)l(Fi,x)EE, Fi~F}~{O,l} defined on the edges such that the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) For each node XEN there exists a directed path from s over x to t. 
(2) For each node FiEF there exist nodes x,x’~N with x#x’ and edges 
(Fi,x),(Fi,x’)EE with b((F,,x))#b((F,,x’)). Further, for each such pair x,x’ofnodes 
the first common successor of x and x’ is the node JiGJ. 
(3) For all pairs (Fi, Ji) it holds that all directed paths from Fi to t go over Ji and all 
directed paths from s to Ji contain FL. 
We call the elements of Op the operations, a node Fi a fork node, Ji a join node, s the 
start and t the terminal node of the flow graph 9. 
The set N(Fi, Ji)={xEN I there is a path from Fi over x to Ji}\{Fi, Ji} can be 
divided into two disjoint sets N(Fi, Ji)o and N(Fi, Ji)l. These are the sets of nodes 
which can be reached over a 0- or l-valued edge, respectively, from the node Fi. A flow 
graph is a loop-free graph with branching nodes Fi, Ji. Depending upon the control 
function $: F-+{O, l} of the branching nodes either the operations in N(Fi, Ji)o or the 
operations in N(Fi, Ji)l are executed. For a control function $: F-+{O, 1) the set of 
executed operations for $ is defined by 
O,=OP (( u N(Fi, Jill -+(F,). 
) 1 Sidm 
A schedule T for a flow graph 9 =(D, Op, F, J, b) is a mapping T: Op+lnt,. The 
projections on the startpoint and on the endpoint of the interval T(op) are denoted by 
T,(op) and T,(op), respectively. A schedule T is feasible if for each control function 
rC/:F+{O,l} d an each pair of operations op, op’~O, with directed path from op to op’ 
we have T,(op) < T,(op’). 
A schedule is a timetable with intervals for the execution of the operations. If in the 
flow graph operations that have to precede others come first, i.e. the order of 
execution is according to the precedence structure, then the schedule is feasible. It may 
be possible to have different intervals T,(op) for different control functions $, but here 
we have one interval T(op). 
Now a compatibility relation for the operations of a flow graph is introduced. It 
describes whether two operations can share the same processor. Two operations 
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op, op’~Op of a flow graph are compatible (op - op’) iff 
(1) WP) n T(op’) = 9, or 
(2) there is no control function $ : F+{O, l} with {op, op’} c 0,. 
This means that operations are incompatible (op+op’) if they are executed in 
parallel for a control function. The incompatibility graph is defined by NK = (Op, Eo) 
with edges Eo={{op,op’} 1 op#op’, op+op’}. The graph NK,, the so-called local 
incompatibility graph for time step ZEZ~, is the subgraph of NK induced by the set 
OPz={op~Op~z~T(op)}. 
Our goal is to determine the minimum number of processors. This corresponds to 
a partition of Op into independent sets Ui, . . . . Uk with minimum kEN, which is 
equivalent to the problem of finding a minimum coloring of NK since this graph can 
be generated in polynomial time. 
In the next section we show that every incompatibility graph is the intersection of 
a cograph and an interval graph. This graph class is denoted by (7 (cog, int). After that 
we analyze the coloring and independent-set problem for this graph class. 
3. Examination of incompatibility graphs 
The difficulty of the optimization problem lies in the incompatibility graphs. For 
this reason we study the set of incompatibility graphs under various assumptions on 
the flow graph. In the first case no branching nodes Fi, Ji exist and in the second the 
length of the time intervals is one. 
3.1. Theorem. Let NK be an incompatibility graph for a flow graph 9 =(D, Op, F, J, b) 
with a feasible schedule T. 
(1) Zf 1 F I= IJI = 0, then NK is an interval graph. 
(2) If T,(op) = T,(op) for each op~Op, then NK and NK, are cographs. 
Proof. In the first case the incompatibility graph NK = (OF’, E,) can be described by 
the first condition: E, = { {op, op' } I op # op’, T(op) n T(op’) # $}. Since T(op) is an 
interval [i, j] Elnt,, NK is an interval graph. 
In the second case the local incompatibility graphs NK, = (Op,, Eo, =) arise from the 
second condition. We have no edge between op,op’~OP, with op Zap’ iff the first 
common predecessor of op and op’ is a fork node Fi with opEN(Fi,Ji)o and 
op’EN(Fi,Ji)l. Since the flow graphs are hierarchically structured by the fork-join 
constructions, the local compatibility graphs K, =l (NK,) are cographs. Since the 
cographs are closed under complement and disjoint union operations, NK, and NK 
are also cographs. 0 
In both cases there exist linear-time algorithms for the coloring problem, see [S, 181. 
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3.2. Theorem. Let 9 =(D, Op, F, J, b) be a flow graph with a feasible schedule T. The 
incompatibility graph NK = (Op, Eo) for the flow graph and the schedule is an intersec- 
tion of an interval graph and a cograph. On the other hand, each graph GE (7 (cog, int) is 
an incompatibility graph for a flow graph with feasible schedule. 
Proof. The first assertion follows, quite similarly as Theorem 3.1, from the definition 
of the incompatibility relation between the operations. The first condition of the 
definition corresponds to the case of interval graphs and the second to the case of 
cographs. 
For the second assertion, let Gcog be a cograph and Gint an interval graph with 
a common set of nodes N and consider G = n(GcOS, Gint). At first we define a digraph 
Dcog = ( kg 1 I&) with sets OpCog, FCog, Jros and an edge weight function bcog recursively 
to the corresponding cotree Gcog. 
For G,,,=(jx),!& wesetD=({x},@,0p={x}andF=J=~.IfG,,,=+(G1,G2)and 
if Di are the constructed digraphs for Gi, we union the digraphs Di, the edge weights, 
the operations, the fork nodes and the join nodes. In the case Gcog= U(G,, G2) with 
generated digraphs D,=(N,, Ei) for the graphs Gi, we choose a new pair (F,,,, J,,,), 
and construct a digraph D = (N, E) as follows: 
~=~I~~z~(L,,J~I,,,}, 
E=E,uE, 
u {(Fnew X) 1 X~N, UN2, di”(X)=O} 
u{(x,Jn,w,Ix~~~u&, &,tb4=0). 
For the node F,,,, and each node XEN, UN, with di”(x)=O we set 
i 
0 if xEN1, 
b((F”,,>x))= I if xEN 
2. 
In addition we union the operations, and define 
F=F~uFzu(F,,,}, 
J=J,uJ2u{J,,,}. 
At last we take a start node s and a terminal node t and get a flow graph 
9 = (D, OP,,, > FCog, JCog, bcog) with a digraph D = (N, E) and nodes N = {s, t } u fi,,, and 
edges 
E=Ecogu{(S,x)IxENcog,di”(x)=O} 
u((x,t)IxEN,,g,dout(x)=O). 
The schedule T defined on the operations 
graph Gint. 0 
OPCOS results directly from the interval 
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3.3. Theorem. The coloring problem for a graph G= n(Gi,t, G,,,) is NP-complete if 
Gint is an interval graph and Gcog is a cograph. 
Proof. We give a transformation from the satisfiability problem, see [S], to the 
5-coloring problem of a graph G,= (7(Gint, Gcog). Let c(=cl A . . . A c, be a formula 
in conjunctive normal form with clauses ci =( yi, 1 V Yi.2 V Yi.3) and variables 
V={xl, . ..) x,}. We assume that the literals in each clause are sorted by the variable 
numbers and that no variable appears in one clause several times. At first we build 
a graph Hi =(A’i, Ei) for each clause Ci. We define Ni = ( gi,j 1 1 d j< lo} and 
~~~{{~~,~~~~,~}I(j~~}~{{l~2}~{1~4},{2,4},{l,5}~{2,5}~{3,4),{6~7}~ 
{6>9)> {7>9>> (6, lo}, (7,101, {8,9}, (3,8}, (3,101, {5,8}, (5, lo}}}. 
For the graph Hi the following statements are satisfied: 
(1) If one of the nodes gi,j of Hi with jE{ 1,2,3,6,7,8} is colored, then the rest of the 
nodes can be colored with three other colors. 
(2) The graph Hi is not 3-colorable. 
NOW we construct a set Zi of edges for each clause. Let 1 (Yi,j) be the complement 
of the literal l’i,j, let Sj={sj,Sj}, Xj={~j,Xj} and Aj=SjuXj. 
zi=((Yi,1,1(Yi,1)},(Yi.2,1(Yi,1)),{Si,6,1(Yi,3)}, 
{Si,7~1(Yi,3)}~{Si,8~1(Yi,2)}} 
u({CJi,j,“)ljE{3,5), Yi,ZEXk> uESk-1U{Xk,1(Yi,2)}) 
U{{~i,j~~}ljE{9~10>~ Yi,ZEXk, uESku(Xk~1(Yi,2)}} 
U{(gi,j>~}lj~{4,5), Yi,2EXk, SEA,, ldhGk-l$ 
~{{gi,j,~}lj~{9,lO}~ Yi,2EXk, UEA~, k+ldhdn}. 
Now we construct a graph G, = (N, E) with 
N= fi Aju fi Niu{hl,hz,h3,a}, 
j=l i=l 
E= ij EiuZi 
i=l 
u{{xj~~j}~(Sj~ij}Il<j<n} 
u{{hi,hj} 11 di# j<3} 
U{{U,hi}lUE (J Aju{a}, l<i<3) 
j=l 
Uj{a,gi.j}lldidm, 163’63). 
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The sets {hl,h*,h3,U},{hl,h2,h3,Xi,Xi) and {hi,h2,h3,si,Si} form cliques, andeach 
of the nodes gi,j with j~{3,4,5,9, 101 is connected with at least one pair {sk, Sk}. 
For the graph G, the following statements are satisfied: 
(1) The graph G, can be represented as an intersection of an interval graph and 
a cograph. 
(2) G, is 5-colorable iff r~ is satisfiable. 0 
The consequence for our hardware problem is the following corollary. 
3.4. Corollary. The processor optimization problem for a jlow graph with a schedule is 
NP-complete. 
In the following we consider the maximum independent set problem. This problem 
is equivalent to the problem of finding a maximum compatible set of operations in 
a flow graph. For the latter we can construct a polynomial-time algorithm. In 
addition we give a heuristic for the processor optimization problem with approxi- 
mative ratio O(log(lOpl)). 
3.5. Theorem. The maximum independent set for a graph G= n(Gint, Gcog) with inter- 
val graph Gint and cograph G,,, can be determined in O(lNI”) steps. 
Proof. Let G = fl (Gin,, Gcog) be a graph with interval graph Gint and cograph Gcog and 
common set of nodes N. Without loss of generality, assume that Gcog is given in the 
form of a cotree and Gint by an interval mapping T: N+lnt,,,. Recursively we 
determine for the cotree and each interval [i, j] the maximum independent set in the 
graph Gli,j, which is the induced subgraph of G by the set Hi,j={xEN / T(x) c [i, j]}. 
The sizes a(G li,j) are computed for each interval [i, j] EIntl N,. 
If Gcog = (ix>, fi), th e size of the maximum independent set for Gl,,j is given by 
a(Gli,j)= 
1 if T(x)c[i,j], 
0 otherwise. 
In the case Gcog = U(G,, G,) with node sets N = N1 ti N2 we obtain the sizes by 
cx(Gli,j)=cr(n(Gi,,lN1, G,)li,j)+Gl(n(GintINZ,G2)li,j). 
If Gcog = + (G,, G,) and U is an independent set of n (Gi,r, Gcog), U can be divided into 
independent sets Ui c Ni of Gi only if for each XE U1 and for each YE U2 we have 
T(x)nT(y)=$ H ence, for the time sets Hi = {z ( ZE T(x), XE Ui> we have the condition 
Hi n H2 = 9. Therefore, we can determine the maximum independent set of 
n(Ginr, Gcoq)li,j b y solving the problem of a maximum weighted independent set in the 
interval graph G’ = (N’, E’), where 
N’={C~,~l/C~,~l~Ci,jl}, 
E’= { { Ck 11, Ck’, 1’1) I Ck [I# Ck’, 1’1, Ck 11 I-I Ck’, 1’1 #er>. 
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The weight function b : N’+ No is defined by 
b(Ck,21)=max(a(n(Gi,,INI, Gl)lk,I),Cl(n(GintlN2,G2)lk,I)) 
The independent sets and their sizes for each interval can be computed for operation 
UinWN12) t P s e s and for operation + in 0( I N 13) steps. Altogether, we need at most 
O(lNI”) steps. 0 
3.6. Corollary. The maximum compatible set of operations for a flow graph with 
schedule can be computed in 0( 10~1~) steps. 
For an approximative coloring of these graphs we can apply an algorithm of 
Johnson [7]. His algorithm determines iteratively a maximum independent set U in 
the graph, assigns a new color to the nodes of U and reduces the graph by the set of the 
uncolored nodes. Since we can find a maximum independent set of graphs in 
n (cog, int) and since our graph class is closed under the induced subgraph operation, 
we get a coloring with at most a multiplication factor Ap( I N I)= O(log (I N I)). This 
factor is also called approximate ratio. Johnson gave the following analysis for his 
algorithm. 
3.7. Theorem (Johnson [7]). Let X be a graph class which is closed under the induced 
subgraph operation and for which the maximum independent set problem can be solved in 
polynomial time. Then the algorithm of Johnson, applied to graphs of X, is polynomial 
and has the approximative ratio 
INI 
AP(INI)= 1 lh=Wx(lNI)). 
j=l 
This approximative ratio is attained, for example for a graph class, which contains 
each tree. Johnson [7] has defined a sequence GCk) of trees with 2k nodes: 
G”‘=((1,2},{(1,2}}) 
GCk+‘)=({l, . . . ,2k+’ },E’k’u{{i,i+2k}IiE{1 ,..., 2k}}). 
For G(l) the algorithm produces 2 colors. For G (k+l) the algorithm chooses in the first 
step the independent set {2k + 1, . . . , 2k+ ’ } and produces, therefore, k+2 colors. Since 
all trees are %-colorable, we get as approximative ratio, Ap( I N I) = 8(log( 1 N I)). In the 
next lemma we show that each tree is in n(cog, int). Therefore, the ratio 8(log( I NI)) is 
attained for these graphs. 
3.8. Lemma. Each tree is the intersection of a cograph and an interval graph. 
Proof. For each tree G =(N, E), for fixed nodes x, YEN, there is a unique path from 
x to y. With d(x, y) we denote the length of this path. Let Di = ( YEN I d(x, y) = i} be the 
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distance set of one fixed node X. Now we can construct an interval graph 
Gint = (N, Ei,,) and a cograph Gcog = (N, Ecog) with E = Eint n Ecog : 
&,,={{x,~}lthere is a path x=x0.. .x,=y in G 
with X#Y, 1 +d(x,xi_,)=d(x,Xi)}. q 
By Lemma 3.8 all trees are in fi (cog, int) and, therefore, we get the following result 
for the processor optimization problem: 
3.9. Theorem. Let B = (D, Op, F, J, b) be a jlowgraph and T a feasible schedule. Then 
the algorithm of Johnson, applied to the incompatibility graphs, has the approximative 
ratio 
~P(lOPl)=W%(lOPo). 
4. The general processor optimization problem 
In the general case we make use of nonuniversal processors, which can execute a set 
of operation types. Moreover, there is a cost price for each processor. Let G = (N, E) be 
a graph (e.g. an incompatibility graph) and let A be a set of operation types. Each 
element of N is assigned to a type by the mapping b : N+A. For a given set P of 
processors there are two mappings L: P-+2A and K: P-N. The first mapping speci- 
fies which types of operations can be executed by the processors, and the second gives 
the cost prices. The general processor optimization problem looks like: 
Instance: Sets A, P, graph G =(N, E), positive integer TEN, mappings b : N--+,4, 
K:P+N, L:P+2A. 
Question: Is there a partition of G into independent sets U 1, . . , Uk and proces- 
sors PI, . . . ,P,EP with IJXSuj{b(x)> c L(Pj) for 1 <jdk and 
x5=1 K(Pj)<T? 
The operations are partitioned into sets of compatible operations. In addition, we 
must choose for each set a processor that can execute the required operation types. 
Altogether, we choose a partition which produces a minimum cost. For P = {l} and 
L(l)=A we have the coloring problem for graphs. This implies that this problem is 
NP-complete for general graphs. In what follows we examine the complexity of this 
problem for special graph classes. 
At first the feasibility problem for a solution is considered which consists of 
a sequence of processors PI,. . , Pk. For that reason we give a vector XEN r’ which 
characterizes the numbers of processors. We ask if there is a partition into indepen- 
dent sets which needs at most the given processor numbers. If there is a partition, we 
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call the vector x feasible. If this problem is solvable in polynomial time, there is a test 
algorithm for solution vectors of the processor optimization problem. The feasibility 
problem for processor numbers can be formulated as follows: 
Instance: Sets A, P= { 1, . . ,p}, graph G =(N, E), mappings b : N-A, L: P+2A 
and a vector x=(x1, . . ..xP)~kJPg. 
Question: Is there a partition of G into independent sets Ui,. . , Uk and proces- 
sors PI, . . . ,Pk~P with x,3({j(ldjbk, Pj=h)( for l<h<p and 
UX.U,(b(x)} c L(Pj) for 1 <j<k? 
The first graph class that we consider is generated by incompatibility graphs for 
flowgraphs without branchings and with unit times (r,(op)= T’Jop) for the opera- 
tions). This class is a subclass of the class of cographs. These graphs can be generated 
by disjoint union of complete graphs. 
4.1. Theorem. The feasibility problem for processor numbers for disjoint union of 
complete graphs is polynomial-solvable. 
Proof. Let G =( N, E) be a graph which is given by disjoint union of graphs 
G1,. . , G,. Then there is a partition for G with at most xj processors of type jcP, iff 
there are partitions for Gi for 1 ,< i < m with at most xj processors. Therefore, we must 
consider the problem only for complete graphs. 
Let G be a complete graph, v, the number of nodes in G with labeling a~,4 and 
x=(x1,. . . ,x,) the processor numbers. We can transform the feasibility problem to 
the following flow problem in an acyclic digraph D = (N, E). We define 
D=({s,t)uAuP,E’), 
and capacities k((s, i))=[.q,xt], k((a, t))= [ v,, a] and k( (i, a)) = [0, co]. The feasibility 
problem corresponds to the question of whether there is a flow in the digraph D of size 
Ci<i<PXi. This problem can be solved in 0((lAl+lP1)3) steps, see e.g. [9]. 0 
In addition, we have examined how difficult the feasibility problem for cographs 
and interval graphs is. At first we consider a subclass of all cographs. These graphs 
arise by join of graphs with empty edgeset. 
4.2. Theorem. The processor feasibility problem for cographs and bipartite graphs 
remains NP-complete. 
Proof. We give a transformation of 3-SAT to our feasibility problem. Let a be 
a formula in conjunctive normal form: CI= ci A ... A c, with ci=( yii V yi2 V yi3) and 
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variables V= {x1, . . . , x,}. We define sets A, F and a mapping L as follows: 
P={Xi,Xil l<i<?i}, 
A={Cjl lbjdm}U{(Xi,2i)l l<i<n}, 
L(Xi)={CjIyjk=Xi, ldjdm, ldk63}U{(Xi,.?i)}, 
and similarly for L(Xi). As graph G, we choose a complete bipartite graph 
G,=(N,UN,>{{ n,,n,} Ini~Nij) with Ni={l, . . . ,m+n}, AQ={m+n+l,..., m+2n} 
and define a type mapping b : N1 u N2 +A as follows: 
if 1 <i<m, 
if m+ 1 <i<m+n, 
if m+n+ 1 di<m+2n. 
Then we have the following equivalence: 
The formula CI is satisfiable iff the processor vector (1, . . . , 1)~ NZn is feasible. 0 
Similarly, with a modified transformation, we can show the same result for other 
graph classes. 
4.3. Theorem. The processor feasibility problem for interval graphs remains NP- 
complete. 
We have seen that the feasibility problem remains NP-complete even for simple 
perfect graph classes. In comparison with that the processor optimization problem is 
NP-complete even for graphs with empty edgeset. In this case we have the classical 
set-covering problem, which is defined as follows: 
Instance: Sets S, B={B1,...,Bb/BiCS) and integer HEN. 
Question: Are there k sets Bi,,...,Bik with UiQjQk{Bi,)=S? 
Karp [8] has shown, that the set-covering problem is NP-complete. Therefore, we 
get the following theorem. 
4.4. Theorem. The processor optimization problem remains NP-complete even for 
graphs with empty edgeset. 
4.5. Corollary. The processor optimization problem is NP-complete for cographs, for 
bipartite graphs and for interval graphs. 
Some greedy-type approximative algorithms for the set-covering problem were 
analyzed by Johnson [7] and Lo&z [lo]. Their heuristic chooses iteratively in each 
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step a maximum-sized set and deletes all covered elements in the sets &. For each set 
Bi Chvatal [2] has defined a cost value Ki and generalized this algorithm to the 
problem of determining a cost-minimum covering. His heuristic chooses in each step 
a set Bi which maximizes the ratio IB,I/K, and deletes all covered elements. For this 
algorithm we get the following estimate. 
4.6. Theorem (Chvatal [2]). If K,,, denotes the cost of a optimum covering, the 
algorithm produces a covering with cost at most 
K opt<O(log(d))K,,, with d= max (Bil. 
14146 
In Theorem 4.4 we have seen that the processor optimization problem is a general- 
ization of the set-covering problem. Depending upon the algorithm of Chvatal [2] we 
get a heuristic for the processor optimization problem. For each processor ieP we 
determine which nodes Ni can be executed by the processor i, and we generate the 
induced subgraph Gi of G by the set Ni. Then a maximum independent set Si of Gi for 
each processor iEP is produced. After that we choose a processor kEP which 
maximizes the value ISJ/K( i). Then the nodes Sk in the graph G are deleted, and the 
algorithm is iterated until the node set of G is empty. 
Algorithm 
Given: Sets A, P, mappings L : P-+2A, K:P-+FV and a graph G=(N,E) with type 
mapping b : N + A. 
(1) set I= N, h=O, 
(2) If z=$!J stop, 
otherwise determine for each processor iEP the induced subgraph Gi of G by the 
set I~{xEN I b(x)EL(i)}, 
(3) determine the maximum independent set Si of Gi for 1 di<lPl, 
(4) choose an index k which maximizes the value ISil/K( i), 
(5) set h=h+ 1, Uh=Sk, P,,=k and I=I\Sk, goto (2), 
Result: A partition of G into independent sets Ui, , U, and processors 
P1,...,P,, so that for each ldjdm, U,,vj{b(x)}cL(j) holds. 
The algorithm determines in each case a maximum independent set in a graph. If for 
each induced subgraph these sets can be determined in polynomial time, we get 
a polynomial heuristic with approximative ratio O(log(l NI)). For cographs and 
interval graphs the time complexity is 0( I N 1’ - I P I) since we have linear algorithms for 
the determination of a maximum independent set for these graphs. In general we get 
the following theorem. 
4.7. Theorem. Let A and P be sets, L, K mappings like above and G =( N, E) a graph 
with type mapping b : N+A, so that for each induced subgraph of G a maximum 
independent set can be determined in polynomial time. Moreover, for each 1 d id I PI, let 
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Si be a maximum independent set of the subgraph induced by {XEN 1 b(x)cL(i)}. If 
ICop, is the cost of an optimal partition, the algorithm above generates a partition with 
cost at most 
K opt~Wog(4Wopt with d = max 1 Sil. 
lCi<IPI 
Proof. The proof follows by application of the algorithm of Chvatal and Theorem 4.6. 
As set S we choose the nodes N and as sets B1, . . . , Bb we take all independent sets in 
the subgraphs induced by {XEN 1 b(x)EL(i)} for each 1 di<lPl. The costs K1, . . . ,Kb 
are the prices of the corresponding processors. The algorithm of Chvatal gives the 
same partition as our algorithm. Our algorithm does not generate all independent 
sets, rather in each step it generates only one maximum independent set for each 
processor. 0 
Hence, we get an algorithm with very good performance for the incompatibility 
graphs for a flow graph with schedule. 
4.8. Corollary. For graphs G = (N, E) of the class n(cog, int) with a mapping b : N+ A 
and a set of processors P our algorithm produces a processor assignment with approxi- 
matiue ratio Ap( 1 N I) = 0(log( I N I)) and time complexity 0( I N I5 * I PI). 
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